Georgetown University Medical Center
MERS/EBOLA/One Health and the Global Health Security Agenda (GHSA)
October 29, 2015. Georgetown University Medical-Dental Bldg 1st Floor @ 3900 Reservoir Rd NW.

0730-0815: Registration and continental breakfast
0830-0840: Welcome by Medical School Dean Stephen Ray Mitchell, MD, MBA

Recording I (2:10:43): https://georgetown.zoom.us/recording/play/s2X4d_opDLtyuiK6G5r0dhbN_H083yiGqmkF5wCO-CQhTkDslQGF3jFdxHDEHohg

0840-0855: MERS & Ebola Epidemic Updates. Daniel Lucey MD, MPH. Georgetown Medical, Law, & SFS
0855-0910: The GHSA in 2015. Elizabeth Cameron, PhD. White House National Security Council Staff Director, Countering Biological Threats

0910-0930: Q & A

0930-0950: One Health in 2015. Cheryl Stroud, DVM, Ph.D. Executive Director, One Health Commission, USA
0950-1010: The GHSA Non-Governmental Sector (NGS). Ambassador Bonnie Jenkins, MPA, PhD, JD, LLM, Department of State Coordinator, Threat Reduction Programs. Chair, GHSA NGS.

1010-10:30: Q & A

10:30-10:50: BREAK

Recording II (54:28): https://georgetown.zoom.us/recording/play/gZD4423JaDG8xracMYssQajekNlrt-3FwXQhW0TY7bQLNKjCJngUrsT0ybyhN

Daniel Lucey, MD, MPH. (Moderator). GU Medical & Law Centers-O’Neill Institute, & School of Foreign Service Ana Ayala JD, LLM. O’Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law, Georgetown Law Center Lawrence Madoff, MD. Editor, Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases (www.promedmail.org), Boston, MA Jennifer Witthoff, VMD. Adj. Faculty, Department Microbiology & Immunology, GU Medical Center

11:40-Noon: Q & A

Noon-1pm: LUNCH

Recording III (47:34):
https://georgetown.zoom.us/recording/play/owZf5fnKZg3kPDpf96OyiFNauU469PuSfaK5ylgWnE_wf4xbnuotp8wYfxWRhNL

1:00-2:15 PANEL: The Next Generation in GHSA and One Health: A Growing Global Synergy
Joanne Michelle Ocampo MS (Moderator), Infectious Disease Research Specialist, GU Office of the Senior Vice President for Research
Jamechia Hoyle MS, MPH, D.H.Sc., George Mason University Faculty, Global Health
Risa Pesapane, NSF Research Fellow, UC Davis Foley Laboratory of ID Ecology, One Health Commission Board
Alexandra Phelan JD, LLM, O’Neill Institute for National & Global Health Law, Georgetown Law Center
Online: Mariella Aalto-Araneda DVM (Finland). Laud Boateng, MD (Ghana). Dr. Sultan Mahmood (Bangladesh), Aquil Jeenah (South Africa), Sugy Choi (Korea) Lara Curkeet MS (USA), Ilya Slizovskiy (USA), Alice Tin (USA).
2:15-2:45: Q & A

2:50-3:00: Closing. Joanne Michelle Ocampo MS, and Daniel Lucey MD

All funding provided by the Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Georgetown University Medical Center
Daniel R. Lucey MD, Organizer DRL23@Georgetown.edu